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Abstract. This paper discusses some language technologies applied for
the automatic processing of Electronic Health Records in Bulgarian, in
order to extract multi-layer conceptual chunks from medical texts. We
consider an Information Extraction view to text processing, where semantic information is extracted using predefined templates. At the first
step the templates are filled in with information about the patient status. Afterwards the system excerpts or infers temporal relations between
the events, described in the EHR text. Then cause-effect relations are
explicated and at last, implicit knowledge is derived from the medical
records after reasoning. Thus we propose a cascade approach for the extraction of multi-layer knowledge representation statements because the
subject is too complex. In this article we present laboratory prototypes
for the first two tasks and discuss typical examples of conceptual structures, which cover the most challenging tasks in the extraction scenario
- the recognition of cause-effect relations and temporal structures.
The present work in progress is part of the research project EVTIMA
(2009-2011) that aims at the design and implementation of technologies
for efficient search of conceptual patterns in medical information.
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Introduction

The case history is one of the most important medical documents that were created, processed and stored since the ancient times. Medical patient records enable
doing research on disease causes and disease symptoms as well as searching for
effective treatment methods. Unfortunately, most of these medical documents in
Bulgaria are available as paper archives or in digital format as separate text files
only.
The needs for more precise clinical research on disease reasons and their
prevention, as well as for their effective treatment gave rise to large repositories of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) which can be explored by computers.
Modern medical informatics requires the development of effective methods for
conceptual information extraction from text documents and creation of EHR

data bases in appropriate format, thus facilitating the application of advanced
methods and techniques for knowledge discovery in medical documents. However the unstructured text of the medical records and the various ways used to
refer to the same medical condition (e.g. disease, symptom, examination results)
make the automated analysis a challenging task.
There are different types of Electronic Medical Records - one managed by
the patient’s GP, others with epicrises issued by hospitals and so on. Here we
shall work with EHRs provided for hospital treatments. Due to the particular
requirements for the personal data protection and restricted access to the medical
documents, the project works on anonymous patient data. The pseudonymisation
is done by the Hospital Information System of the University Specialised Hospital
for Active Treatment of Endocrinology Acad. I. Penchev (part of the Medical
University, Sofia). The project deals with the automatic processing of epicrises
of patients who are diagnosticised with different forms of diabetes.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews some related research
and discusses basic language technologies which are used for Information Extraction (IE) in the medical domain. Section 3 describes the raw data features
and an outline of the data processing towards knowledge acquisition. Section 4
discusses the main types of patient status data and some techniques for their
extraction. Section 5 presents the module for extraction of temporal structures
from EHRs. Section 6 briefly sketches the ideas and techniques behind the modules for cause-effect relation detection and more complex relations inferences.
Examples and assessment figures present the current experiments. Section 7
contains some discussions and the conclusion.
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Related work

The main approach for partial text processing is called Information Extraction
(IE). The goal of the IE systems is to search for a given event in the input
documents [1]. Different IE systems for various domains have been developed
and they process text in different natural languages. The last two decades Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods have started to penetrate the medical
field and provide the extraction of medical entities and their classificatio. Today medical IE is integrated in various kinds of applications, for instance entity
extraction from patient records starting from some initial medical ontology [2]
or study of large medical databases to identify diseases which co-occur together
more commonly [3]. The most challenging task is free text processing in the
medical domain. For the latter techniques are used such as:
– matching existing domain ontology to patient record texts [4–6] - knowledgebased IE is a very difficult task since the conceptual resources are very often
incomplete, so important terms from the EHR text might be missing in the
ontology. Moreover the concept labels are usually presented in the domain
ontologies in their canonical form only. These systems are not very successfull
in the recognition of paraphrases, compound concepts, and concepts that
incorporate critical modifiers;

– rule-based processing [7, 8] - usually these systems have drawbacks like (i)
difficulties in generalisation/specialisation of the manually prepared rules,
(ii) rule set management and consistency support and (iii) adaptation of
the rule set for another subdomain;
– phrase spotting [9] - these systems search for specific key terms or phrases
in the medical records but often they fail to recognise paraphrases and compound concepts. Another problem is that the particular context of the key
term can differ from the required one, moreover the key term can also occur
in a negated context [10];
– mapping the input text to an internal language-independent representation,
like in the systems RECIT [11] and GMT [12] - this approach also has
limitations in the analysis of complex language constructions.
More generally, semantic interpration of medical data can be done by encoding knowledge strauctures as Conceptual Graphs (CG). Croitoru et all [13]
present a CG approach to describing data in a distributed decision support system for brain tumour diagnosis. They use CG for capturing the static model
rather than the inference procedures. Specific CG extensions like the notion of
”actor” prove to be useful because they provide higher-level functionality on
top of the knowledge statements. In [14] Delugach proposes to model multiple
medical views by CG; he introduces ”actors” to represent some relationships in
the data flow diagrams for medical information. The ”Actors” in [15] are applied
to automate a requirements consistency checks by CG representation; this idea
is useful in the medical domain too because of the many requirements. Pfeiffer and Hartley [16] present a Conceptional Programming environment, where
graph definitions contain relational functions, a kind of ”actors”, for allowing
state, event, and temporal processing.
Some IE systems in the medical domain are considered as best practices,
for instance BADGER [17] - a text analysis system, which summarizes medical
patient records by extracting concepts (diagnoses, symptoms, physical findings,
test results, and therapeutic treatments) based on linguistic context and AMBIT
[18] - a system for information extraction from biomedical texts.
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Project settings - from data to knowledge

In Bulgaria the EHR content is standardised by state regulatory documents.
The length of EHR text is usually 2-3 pages and the text is separated into the
following parts according to the medical standards: General information for the
patient, Diagnosis, Anamnesis, Accompanying/Past diseases; Family anamnesis;
Risk factors, Status, Examinations and Clinical Data; Consultations; Debate.
One of the major problems in processing Bulgarian EHRs is the variety of terminological expressions. The text contains medical terminology in Latin (about
1%), sometimes with different transcriptions in Cyrillic. Several wordforms per
term are used for most of the medical terminology in Bulgarian (66%) and there
are specific abbreviations of the medical terminology both in Bulgarian and Latin
(about 3%). The EHRs contain also a lot of numerical values of analyses and

Fig. 1. Knowledge Representation Hierarchy

clinical test data (about 16%). Another problem is the specific language style
of the medical professionals. The major part of the text consists of sentence
phrases; complete sentences are rare. Sometimes there is no agreement between
the sentence parts. All these obstacles together are not easy to overcome. They
prevent the effective application of standard NLP techniques like deep syntax
analysis. Moreover, especially for Bulgarian, there is a lack of well-developed,
stable language technologies with satisfactory precision for partial syntax analysis. Another essential problem is the rich temporal structure of the patient
descriptions - about 2/3 of the whole text describe connected events, which have
happened in different periods of time. Due to all reasons listed above, it is necessary to elaborate NLP techniques for conceptual structures extraction using
partial analysis of the Bulgarian EHRs.
The desired knowledge structures to be extracted from EHRs can be grouped
in the following types: (i) Characteristics for filling information in templates for
patient status, diagnoses, symptoms, treatment etc.; (ii) Discovering relations cause-effect relations between symptoms-diagnosis-treatment etc.; (iii) Analysis
of the different treatments effect on the patient status.
This information is represented in different levels of abstraction, therefore
it is necessary to construct a multi-layered knowledge representation hierarchy
(Fig. 1). The lowest level consists of data about the patient status - symptoms,
clinical data and diagnosis. At this level we use IE techniques for filling in templates with information about body parts and their current status, symptoms
and/or diagnosis; IE operates on the text words. The middle level represents temporal relations between events (data and events’ order). The next level shows
cause-effect relations (meaning of data), and the uppermost level corresponds
to implicit knowledge extracted from medical records after reasoning (understanding the data). Thus there are several challenging tasks in solving complex
relations recognition: filling in templates with patient’s data, temporal structures determination (by extraction of sequences of events) and recognition of
the cause-effect paradigm.
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Patient Status Data Extraction

Patient-related documents show significant deviation from the regular text where
coherent discourse is built by adjacent sentences. The EHR texts are even more
specific case, because they are a kind of non-official, non-edited hospital documentation, which is entered by different authors. These observations are supported by statistical analyses of the experimental corpus tokens.
The primary, raw text corpus consists of 106 EHRs forming a corpus of 73
600 word occurrences. After the elimination of repeated identification records
and long digit expressions (tables, enumerations etc.) the corpus was reduced
to 65 600 tokens. 10% of them are non-language units - Latin words, digits and
mixed letter-digit strings. The rest of the corpus - 58 920 Bulgarian words were
annotated with a large Bulgarian grammatical dictionary (1 100 000 wordforms
of 75 000 lemmas). The results of the morphosyntactical annotation showed a
large percentage of unrecognised words (13 370 tokens or 22,6% of all running
Bulgarian words). The 45 550 analysed tokens are presented by 2 600 wordforms
and their 1 840 lemmas.
The results given in Fig. 2 show the high percentage of extra-language and
extra-dictionary data in the medical texts ( total - 30%). For comparison, the
correlation of such data in narrative texts is given in Fig .2 as well (without extralanguage units and only 5,8% extra-dictionary units). The figures show also the
”poverty of expressions” in medical texts - the list of different wordforms - 5,7%
of the running words, while the same value for narrative texts is 19,4%.

Fig. 2. Medical vs. narrative corpus - correlation between tokens, language units, extralanguage units, extra-dictionary units (not found), wordforms and lemmas.

The specific text features prevent the extraction of conceptual information
by the classical deep NLP techniques (e.g., tagging and deep parsing), because
the key elements (for the text analysis and contents) are coded by non-language
means. The usual approach in such cases is to use statistical methods for text
analysis. But these methods require the presence of a large text corpus for observation, training and testing, which does not exist for Bulgarian EHRs. That
is why we apply only partial chunking for extraction of Noun Phrases (NPs)
wherever possible and reduce the wordforms of the extracted NPs to common

stems using stemming rules [21]. Later on, these NPs and diseases’ definitions
given in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) are treated as key
phrases for further language analysis of the patient EHRs. We build templates
to recognise some crucial elements for the text comprehension. By filling these
templates we obtain information about body parts and their current status,
symptoms and/or diagnosis in expressions like:
– diagnosis: ”Zaharen diabet tip 1” (diabetes type 1);
– risk factors: ”puxaq”(smoker);
– body parts: ”mnogo suha koa” (very dry skin); ”enski tip okosmvane”;
”kra$
inici - bez otoci”.
Bulgarian language with its rich morphological structure enables the application of unsupervised knowledge extraction methods. Here we discuss some
linguistic techniques and language oriented surface rules, which provide the construction of semantic links in the template of risk factors.
Analysing the descriptions of risk factors in 106 EHR texts, we find some linguistic dependencies between the lexical units and the concepts they represent.
The communicative role of that text fragment is to serve as a link between the
disease and its originating and aggravating factors (drinking, smoking) as well
as between the medication and the factors for its failure or complications (e.g.
allergies). A main risk factor such as smoking can be expressed by the verb puxa
(smoking) as well as by its related words - the nouns puxaq (smoker), puxene
(smoking), ttnopuxene (tabaco-smoking). In this example the common semantic element ”smoke” can be extracted from all stems of the word family so
the stemming facilitates the meaning extraction from the EHR.
Besides the morphologically related words, the text expressions of the same
risk factor can be realised through semantically related words like ’cigarettes’
and ’box’, used as a measure for the risk level. This level is normally expressed
in numbers, accompanying the focal words (e.g. 2-3 cigarettes vs. 2-3 boxes per
day). We code explicitly the relation between the risk action and the measurable units of the observed action. The elements of this relation are obtained by
bottom-up study of the possible semantic relations in a representative text corpus. For example the risk factor ’alcohol drinking’ is registered in the EHRs as
”uses 100 g concentrate a day”, which presumes a priori corelations between the
notions of ’concentrate’ and ’drinking’ (even when the second word is missing in
the particular text).
When building the semantic templates, special attention is given to the various language means of expressing negation [19]. Negation recognition methods
should work at text level, because the negated element (keyword) might be
extracted wrongly if the negation scope goes beyond the standard negative interpretation of immediate adjacency (X - no X, not X). Standard negation links
denoting the absence of risk are expressed by verbs as ’otriqa’ (deny) , ’ne
sobwava’ (does not notify), ’ne sa zabelzani’ (are not noticed).
Example: Fig. 3 presents a sample template for detecting the risk factor
”smoking” build on the basis of all epicrisis in our corpora. Using concordances

Fig. 3. Template slots and possible values for the risk factor ”smoker”

and partial chunking we have collected semi-automatically the linguistic features
which signify the presence, lack or frequency of smoking. Due to the impossibility
to perform a deep syntactico-semantic analysis of the epicrisis text (and to obtain
the detailed structure of the connected text units), the template in Fig. 3 is
applied as a specific search window. Further analysis of EHRs is implemented
by shallow method which presumes the definition of text limits in the search
procedure - a text fragment between two punctuation marks.
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Temporal Structures Extraction

Temporal events can be grouped in the following types: diagnosis, symptoms,
and treatments. The events features are: start of the event, end of the event,
type, characteristic, effect.
The Temporal Structures Extraction Module has a pipeline architecture including submodules for: Annotation Analyses & Chunking; Temporal Information Extraction and Filling Templates. This module processes the EHRs separately one by one.
The first submodule splits the EHRs into their main sub-sections. After that
the sections are grouped into five major segments according to the tense of the
events that will be searched for in the segment: past events, events at the moment
of entering the hospital, events at the moment of leaving the hospital, continuous
events, events in the future.
If some EHR part contains information about events that can be associated
with more than one tense type, then that EHR part is duplicated and recorded
into the corresponding tense segments. After that the annotation submodule
starts the morphological analysis based on a large dictionary (described in section 4) and grammar rules. For each wordform, the module finds its basic form
(lexeme) with the associated lexical and grammatical features. The lexicon is extended with a terminological bank for medical terms, derived from the ICD-10
in Bulgarian. This additional recourse contains 10970 terms, partial taxonomy
of body parts, and a medical goods list.
The annotation submodule performs also chunking of the main sentence
phrases, which is a partial syntactic analysis, and recognizes the noun phrases.

Each sentence in every segment is numbered separately following the sentence
occurrences in EHR text.
The second submodule extracts temporal structures from the text by using
keywords to locate the necessary information and rules for determining the scope
of the event.
The keywords are grouped in the following categories: for time/date, events
with alternating and/or undefined time, treatment events, diagnosis events,
symptom events, effect.
The extraction of the temporal features is done by application of rules for
discovering the temporal structures. They work on words and their annotations,
inserted in the text by the partial syntax analysis module, and by determining
of the category of the events (past, present, future, continuous) in the sentences
which contain the corresponding ”keywords”. The next step is to partially order
the events according to their start/end times. The system tries to find in the
medical archive previous patient records (if any), to build a complete picture
about the past patient case history and the newly generated events. The medical records resource bank contains patients’ information in XML format. The
submodule for template filling determines the scope of each event. Templates are
manually generated after joint discussions with medical experts. One sentence
might contain information about sequence of events but it is also possible to
have the information about one event spread out among several adjacent sentences. Due to this reason, to determine the scope of the event X, the module
analyses all events generated from the sentence where X is described and forms
its previous and next sentences, i.e. the events ordering module processes the
discourse structure of the text [19]. For each event the module determines its
characteristics and effect (if any). During the process of templates filling it is
necessary to define correlations between the events, depending on their sequence.
The final step is to update the patient information in the resource bank with
medical records.
Example for Filling of Temporal Conceptual Templates
Let an EHR for some patient be given. We would like our IE system to extract
from ”Anamnesis” (the selected part) information about events in ”past tense”
and ”present continuous tense”. Let us consider the selected text. As a result
of the Annotation analysis and Chunking module, after the morphological and
partial syntax analysis, we obtain for the given text the annotation on fig. 4.
In the paragraph ”Zaharnit diabet e ustanoven prez 1998 god. na
fona na nadnormeno teglo. Prvonaqalno priemala Novonorm v kombinaci ss Siofor, posle Diaprel MR ss Siofor, no poradi lipsa
na efekt i izrazeni straniqni reakcii km Metformin, ot nuari
2005 g. preminala na Insulin Novo Miks v dvukaratni aplikacii.”
the IE system can recognise the following ”keywords” signaling past events
and event sequences - for tense ( 1998 god./year 1998, prvonaqalno/at
first , posle/afterwards, nuari 2005 g./january 2005), for effect - diagnosis

Fig. 4. Text annotation after morphological and partial syntax analysis

(ustanoven/determined), treatment (priemala/took, preminala na/changed
to), symptoms (reakcii/reactions, efekt/effect, nadnormeno/over).
As characteristics for these events, the system identifies drug entities after
checking the medical goods list in the repository bank. The first event has no
associated start time marker and the IE module is looking for time information
in previous sentences in the text, by processing the local discourse. In case of
lack of a marker the module takes into account the so called narrative convention
- two past events, expressed consecutively have happened in the same order they
are written in. Thus we obtain the filled templates shown in fig. 5. An important
project task at present is to evaluate the accuracy of the partial temporal analysis
which is sketched in this section.
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Cause-Effect and Complex relations

On the next level of our knowledge representation model we aim at cause-effect
relations extraction. As in the previous level several ”keywords” for detection of
such relations are used as well as manually prepared rules and templates for filling
the appropriate information from the EHRs. These templates have slots like:
Cause, Effect, Type, Degree, Evidence, Condition. The IE approach we apply is
mostly based on pattern matching method. The keywords are classified into four
main types based on the comprehensive typology of causal links of Altenburg
[20] as follows: the adverbial link (e.g. hence, therefore), the prepositional link
(e.g. because of, on account of), subordination (e.g. because, as, since, for, so)
and the clause-integrated line (e.g. that is why, the result was). Causative verbs
are transitive action verbs that express a causal relation between the subject
and object or prepositional phrase of the verb. Some of these causal links were
reconsidered for Bulgarian due to the specific language syntax and semantics.

Fig. 5. Filled Temporal Conceptual Templates: Three consecutive events and their
characteristics

The system has to be able to recognise several causal expressions (paraphrases)
representing one and same causal event/situation.
On top of all structures recognised so far, the system infers implicit knowledge. Complex relations extraction is a challenging task that relates to recognition of implicit relations. This approach will help us to synthesise new knowledge
by chaining extracted cause-effect relations. Here we make use of logical representation forms of the cause-effect relations as well as inference rules. At this
level the processing is going beyond the single patient data and spreads to causeeffect relations, extracted from several patients’ EHRs. These complex relations
are statistically observed and additional relations are recognised. The same relations are later set as hypothesis which can be used in the cascade process as
a basis for the next step of the inference procedure. Since there is no predefined
expected result and the inference on all possible combinations of results is too
complex and takes a long time for computation, it is necessary to set in advance
the depth level of inference and type ot the expected relations. It is also possible that the system in the unsupervised process extracts inappropriate results
and that is why the inferred relations (hypothesis) need some level of supervised
revision before they are saved in the system and further utilised.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this initial stage of the system design and implementation we discuss the obstacles in dealing with unstructured EHR texts and ideas for overcoming them by
using language dependent techniques like related words, morphological analysis,

stemming. We propose bottom-up and top-down approaches for patient status
observation and give directions for future development of the algorithms.
We discuss an algorithm for extracting temporal conceptual structures from
the raw text corresponding to sequences of consecutive events representing the
development of the patient disease. In this early stage we cannot discuss precision
of our modules yet, but give outline for future development. Precise evaluation
is a goal of one of the next project phases.
The project objective is to develop algorithms for discovering more complex
cause-effect relations and other dependencies that are not explicitly given in
the text. The modules for further analysis of more complex relations will be
developed in the future project stages.
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